EVOLUTION OF SOCIAL QUALITIES.
BY SANFORD

Ol R young
This

is

A.

MOSS.

tom-cat caught a mouse this morning!
not an article on nature study, so

upon the way he tossed
He did just what other
this is the point I

I will

not dwell

about, and scampered around the kitchen.

it

cats

do want

do always under the circumstances, and

Our

to dwell upon.

cat never

had

les-

sons in mouse-catching and never acquired from external sources

any information as

ment

in his

am

what

to

do when a mouse became an

What

environment.

which resulted

"instinct"
I

to

in his

then

is

ele-

this internal thing called

doing what other cats always do?

going to try to give a partial answer to this question, with

which

I

hope the reader

cussion to

human

.'satisfactory.

I

vv^ill

qualities in a

will finally

human

the foundations of

way which

draw some

I

will

extend the

I also will try to

must, of course, dig a

I

dis-

make

resultant conclusions as to

society which, while they

wholly new, are not as current as

We

Then

agree.

may

not be

think they should be.

little

into the details of this phe-

nomenon of nature which we call "instinct". Merely knowing of it
and giving it a name does not count for much. The physiologists
have done enough to make it certain that the cat's instinct is connected in some way with its brain. We can therefore make a good
beginning by consideration of the "matter" of which the brain and
nerves are composed.
Tn order to begin far enough back in this
study of "matter",

let

us start with any piece of "dead" matter,

say a lump of coal.
Its pro])erties
it

seem

fairly simple to

furnishes a good object with which to

our understanding, so that

make comparisons.
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I

physicists Idl

lie

niolcctiles,

thai

iis

hiin|)

ihtr

atoms and electrons, and

that

.033

of coal
is lieKl

it

coin|H>t»c<l

is

lojjethcr

of

by co-

carUm and

hesion and burns because of the chemical afiinity of

oxypcn.
I'urlhermore, there are vibrations of these molecules, atoiiH

and

due

electrons,

piece of coal

temperature and radiation, so that really our

(o

On

from dead.

far

is

the contrary, the electron*

are whirlinj^ around and the molecules bearing back and forth in a

most

way.

lively
l>nt

scratch the surface of

They have only
radio-activity

In what

and the

way do

other and what

is

to

know

a

electrons,

alK)ut

little

like.

the carbon molecules dilTer

from the oxygen

the origin of their "love" or affinity for each

is

this

The

anyway?

a molecule,

more about

little

only begun lo

have

they

knowledge about such a piece of matter.

recently begun

molecules and what

know

know,

as the physicists well

i)hysicists

themselves

than a high school freshman

who

luu.

flunked in his "physics".

Hence we

have

shall

agree that even such an apparently

to

simply thing as a lump of coal

is

really

complex,

infinitely l)cyond

our

moral understanding.

go so far as

to note that

there are things called atoms and molecules which, for

some reason

So our

analysis of details can only

powers of attraction and aggregation.
These unite elements such as carbon and oxygen, and to hold together mobile drops of water, so that they become solid ice. and
or other, have

all

sorts of

draw together falling particles of ice so as to form the beautiful
hexagonal snow crystals, and react in many other such ways.

When

certain combinations occur of such molecules of certain

highly complex fonns,

The

particular

"grow",
this

we

"life"

aggregating
afiinity

call

the biologists call a "cell".

form of afhnity which makes them aggregate or
"life".
We need not here consider whether or not

involves
forces

and the

we have what

like.

anything beyond
such

as

the

it

is

and chemical

crystallization,

cohesion,

Hut whatever

physical

that

makes

chemical

cells nuiltiply.

they do form trees, bacteria. sea-anennMies. starfish, and animals.
Why thev do this wo understand no more and no less tlum we

understand the lump of coal.

Our lump

of coal responds to external

well-known ways.

Thus, a piece breaks

influences

oft if

it

is

in

many

shipped, the
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volume expands

slightly

due

temperature and there

to rise of

is

a

sound wave transmitted through the entire lump and into the surThere is a chemical
rounding atmosphere if the coal is struck.
combination called combustion

may

call

there

contact with oxygen at

is

and so on.

a certain temperature,

We

if

such effects "reaction to environment".

aggregation such as in trees, and low forms of animal

reaction

is

merely

local.

retracts if touched,

surroundings

The

if

The

tree

exudes sap

the necessary chemical reactions

bones are somewhat similar cases.

The

biologists distinguish

forms of

Next there

already mentioned.

the

the low animal
their

occur properly.

reaction to environ-

life

The

ment, of successively greater complexity.

simplest

is

the local

intervention of a complex

is

system called a "nerve" so that an environment

cell

life,

and they both absorb nourishment from

cat's

effect

if cut,

also

With simple

a cell or aggregation of cells reacts to environment.
cell

So

effect at

one

some other place. Next there is the local
"ganglion" or nervous center which receives "afferent nerves" of
simple type from various nearby points and sends out "efferent
nerves". And finally, there is the system of the cat with which we
started off, where there is a central brain which receives afferent
nerves from senses of different kinds and sends out efferent nerves

place causes an effect at

to

mammals

is like

shall later return to the discussion of the reactions

of the

muscles of different kinds.

this in a general

We

cat's brain cells.

The system

of most

way.^

We

will stop

now with

the generalization that our

tom-cat has a system of senses with nerves going to a brain and
nerves coming from

it

to muscles.

which are the seat of the
with chemical
actions.
.

affinities,

They

react

simpler organizations

and

to

These nerves, brains and the

of times

composed of cells
and all sorts of such

cat's instincts, are all

molecular properties,

environment just as do the successively

down

to

our lump of

more complex.
properties and reaction of the lump of
trillions

like,

coal, but in

We
coal,

say

and

ways

billions

we understand
in the

the

same sense

In the Monist, January, 1921, I have tried to demonstrate that
man, as distinguished from animals, has a nervous system of a still
higher grade, with the addition of a "memory organ", which stores
records of past environments, which are recalled by associations of
1

present environment, so that the next effect produced on the brain at
is due not only to the existing environment as transmitted
to the brain by the senses, but also to past environments recalled from
the memory by associations due to the present environment.

any instant
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iiiidcrstaiKl

reactions of

llic

tlie

ij35

nerve ami

cat's hcnsc,

iniftclc

system.

We

can pause for hreatli after this rapid exciirnion llirougli

matters

have taken

wliicli

and other

clicinists, hioloj^ists

on points usually

(lata

years

for

by

(levelo|)n)ent

|)liyi»icif»ti»,

\Vc have collected

scientists.

enoujjfi

upon, to enalilc us to start on the

aj^'recd

cat's instinct.
lirst,

med over
sist

the

mechanism which

of the senses, alTerent

iiij,'

P)y

what do we mean by "instinct"?
is

have already skimwith instinct, con-

concernc<l

nerves, brain, and efferent ncr\'e«.

operation of this mechanism,

llie

We

when

the cat which

is

fur-

saw or smelt or heard the mouse, it pricke<l up its
cars, souj^du a favorable i)osition, crouched, and at the proi>cr instant leaped, stretched out its claws and captured its prey.
All of
these actions followed the |)crception of the mouse, and I need not
expend any philosojjhy on the point that the jHjrception and subsequent action had the nlation of cause and effect. Neither ne€<I
I spend any time in |)ro\in}^ that the entire mechanism Ixrtwecn
perception and action exists within the cat's bcKly.
There arc no
nishiuf,'

our

text,

waves or psychic iniluences or any other agencies wliatcver out-

own

side of the cat's

The

entire

incdiatoly

which have any part

mouse would call
cat, the mouse and

(the

comprised the

ture,

the

drama

skin,

adjacent,

such

as

gravity,

a tragedy) of the cap-

the forces of nature ini-

temperature, radiation, and

like.

mechanism

Physiologists understand the sense

are

it

performance.

in the

rpiitc certain

about the pulses already mentioned from senses to

brain and back again from brain to muscle.

They are

also quite

ujwn

receipt of

certain that something goes on in the brain which,

the incoming pulses, acts in

going pulses.

what

operates.

some way or other

This something

have been leading.
rapid trip we have
atul

and

fairly well

With
just

is

to send out the out-

the "instinct" toward which

the data

we have been

collectings in the

completed thru realms of

we ought now
Rut, alas, we are

not,

to be able to

far

show

from being able

we

plu^sics.

biolc^'

how

instinct

just
to

do

this

com-

do not yet know the details of the
Rut between the physiologists and psNThoIop-

pletelv because physiologists

brain
ists.

cell

processes.

we do know
Vov one

a great deal, however.

thing,

tiojifd that instinct

we caimot escape
is

the conclusion already nien-

purely a matter of brain

cell

reaction.

The
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brain ends of the alt'erent or incoming nerves deliver their pulses

and some

to the adjacent brain cells,
in the midst of the brain

and

sort of cellular effect occurs

in turn the brain

ends of the efferent

While the

or outgoing nerves are affected and their pulse started.
action

is

so wonderfully

we

of the details,

complex that we can have no conception

are forced to conclude that for every possible

combination of incoming nerve pulses, due to environment

effects

produce such reaction as to send out
a consequent or corresponding set of outgoing nerve pulses which
make the muscles perform the action which matches with the en-

on the

senses, the brain cells

vironment.

We

have already discussed the molecular and atomic re-

actions of dead matter, as well as the claim of the school of vitalists

beyond the attracting
But whatof dead matter.

that the cat's cells are subject to "vital forces"

and aggregating forces and the
ever

is

like,

the cause of these reactions, the cat's brain cells certainly

do react

to the

environmental

incoming nerve pulses, which are produced by the

effect

on the

cat's senses

caused by the mouse, and

as a result, outgoing nerve pulses are produced

muscle movement which

The

effect the capture.

brain

its

define

"instinct"

which occurs

which make them react
way.

therefore as a

in brain cells

or quality

cells,

given nerve influences in a definite

effect

result in the

cat's instinct, then, resides in the configuration

or other properties of

We

which

when an

reaction or other

to

such

afferent nerve pulse

is

received from senses, and which serves to send forth a correspond-

ing efferent nerve pulse to muscles.

This

is,

of course, no explanation of instinct, but

tinct clarification of the idea.

that complete explanation for

Furthermore,

which

all

it

is

the

it

is

first

biologists strive.

a disstep in

We

do

not have the overwhelming mystery of the behavior of the cat as

being possibly the result of influences from supernatural beings,

by the Egyptians or being due to a supernatural soul
transmigration from some previous being, or- as being due to influences from the moon or stars.

as supposed

We
cat's

have, on the other hand, localized the reasons for the

behavior as being due to reactions of atoms and molecules of

life cells

of a certain group called the brain, definitely located with-

in the cat's skull.

We

still

have the overwhelming mystery of the

nature of the reactions of the brain

cells,

but these are identical

with or allied to the reactions of the atoms and molecules of the

KVOLiniON

Another
caught

its

mimic complete

of the cats'

j^iiidc rjiir .iiialysis

way

wc have

of (oal, sullial

Iimi))

SoriAL yUAI-ITIKS,

•»!'

.ui'l

the fact tlwl our particuUr cat

is

played with

afterwards

it

much

in

we knew

as does your cat or any of the cats

These

partial analr>gicft to

iiistiiuts.

evidential mailer

mouse

«»r
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in

same

the

our childhood.

knows perfectly well from iH:r!>onal
know how they dilTcr from <\<% acti'ms

cat actions the reader

experience.

We

also

all

under similar circumstances.

The theory of instinct which has l*cen

The same

given explains this ade(|uately.

up inside the

sort of brain cells

and the reactions of these

skulls of all cats,

cells

grow
muit

he the same.

The hypothesis thai the reactions of the molecules of the lump
of coal are a similar sort of thing to the reactions of the cat's brain
cells, is

A
in

important enough to warrant a

simple oxygen molecule

bound

is

little

further discussion.

to react in a definite

way

an cnviromucnt comprising high temperature and carbon mole-

cules.

vastly

The point we seek to make is
more com[)lex molecules of

that in a similar sort of

trillion

the

the brain cells, and the incom-

prehensibly complex aggregation which constitutes the

and the

way

cell

itself,

more complex aggregation of cells in a section
react in a perfectly definite way to any given

times

of cat brain, will

environment of pulses from sense nerves so as to send an exactly
resultant pulse along muscle nerves.

Molecules, like the simple aggregations of a few elements such

and hydrogen, arc more complete than the oxygen moleThese have certain properties and do certain things under
cule.
given environmental conditions of a much more complex nature tlian
as carbon

oxygen reactions.
Such reactions give us the various

and engineers.

The carbon

various properties
ers are produced.

;

in

steel

effects
is

produced by chemists

arranged so as to give

it

and thereby bridges, automobiles and skyscrap-

The lump of

coal

is

manipulated so as to make

the atoms of carbon and hydrogen associate

then into dye-stulTs with

all

first

into coal tar

and

of the colors of the rainlxiw. or into

explosives used to charge bombs.

The biologists tell us that molecules in living protoplasm arc
much more comj^licated aggregates of carbon, hydrogen and other
atoms, then the miilocules with which chemists and engineers deal.
Their reactions are therefore correspondingly complicateii .\ cell
is

a

complex organizatioti of several

ditTercnt types of matter, each
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Hence the parts of the
from the sense nerves have

portion containing conntless molecules.
cat's brain

which receive the pulses

conntless possible kinds of reaction corresponding to the different

A

kinds of effect transmitted from the senses.

single carbon

atom

such as in the lump of coal has a few simple reactions when subjected to certain effects.

of the greater

We

can conceive a numerical calculation

reactions which a brain cell can have,

number of

based on the permutations and combinations of the
billions

on

billions of

molecules of

many ways

due

to its

in countless

and these further combined in all
matter forming cell nuclei, cell walls and other kinds

many

sorts of living

atoms, combined in

effects

different types,

of brain cell substance.

Simple reactions of living matter have been studied by biolog-

and the exact occurences analyzed under the name "tropism".
Light, heat, stimulation and other environmental effects make simpk

ists

aggregations of living

understood in

many

ceils

which are well
There are increasingly complex re-

perform

cases.

actions of living matter in plants
cat's

muscles and stomach.

brain

cells,

the complexity

definite actions

and

Finally,

is

past

all

trees

and

in the cells of the

when we come

to the cat's

In the ascend-

understanding.

from the oxygen molecule, through more complex chemical
compounds, through simple life cells, and more complex ones in
various parts of the cat's body, and finally to the cat's brain cells,
there is never any point where anything occurs that cannot be referred to increasingly complex reactions of matter.
Ever since alchemists tried to find the Philosopher's Stone,
finite hands have made all sorts of combinations of matter, and
ing scale

have recombined systems so as to

The

alchemists themselves

simple chemicals.
tri-nitro-toluol

created an

made

initiate

many

kinds of

Their successors, the modern chemists, make

and coal

we

reactions.

sorts of

sulphuric acid and

But no

tar colors.

atom of the things we know

other thing

all

call

energy.

therefore maintain that there

finite

as matter, nor a bit of the

The philosophers
is

hand has ever

called

"vitalists"

a third thing called "life"

which

endows matter and energy with properties not otherwise possible.
However, we need spend no time on this problem, but can confine
our attention only to the reactions of
brain,

life calls

without inquiry into the distinction,

such as in the

if

processes and the reactions of non-living matter.
actions of one sort or another

and

it

is

any.

cat's

between

They

are

all

life

re-

not our present purpose to
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cat hto)»i>c<l for

no

i»liilot»*j|ihy

wc

uhcii the inou^e a|>|>carc<l, an<l

(h<l

Ii.kc the alFair hack to hrain cell reaction,

without ^oluir hack any further, as to the

iiltiinatc

how

why

ari'l

came to he and to react.
The common way of starting a discussion of "how life cclU
multiply", is to bcj^dn with the j^rowth of crystaU.
There often

the hrain cells

how

has been j^iven the description of
ity

or love for each (jther

the molecules have an affin-

certain ways, so as to build

in

Thus

with the characteristic structure.

aj,'^rcj,'ation

up an

certain

salts

form in slowly
cannot here keep on with the

crystalize out of a saturated solution, or ice crystals

water.

cooled

I

'n

fortunately,

I

concrete case of a lump of coal,

matter of crystallization.

do form

coal

crystals, hut

would be manufacturing

in

order to

fix

attention in this

The molecules of carlx>n in
if
knew how to dcscril>c
1

artificial

the

lump of

the action,

diamonds instead of writing

I

this

article.

1
in

complex molecules of

1ll'

much more complicated ways

living matter aggregate

and grow

than do crystals, and furthernwrc.

have the marvelous faculty of reproduction, whereby a new organization

is

started,

But we have no intention of going

as the parent.
details of

how

riicre

that

is

is

which aggregates and grows

one point which we do want

spring. dilVer slightly

common

from

with

the old cats.

into the nu'dst of evolutionary theory, but

rel

same way

into the biological

a tom-cat will transmit his instincts to his kittens.

that the kittens, in

details.

in the

The various

to

all

make, however, and

other rc|)rmluced off-

This

is

a sudden plunge

we have no

space for the

schools of evolution arc having a merry quar-

about the exact reason for the "variations" or slight ditTerences

between the old cats and the

kittens, so that

steer clear of this particular point.

There

we laymen had
are.

better

however, certain

things upon which the various evolutionists do agree, in l>etween

when they are disagreeing. I'ortunatcly. therefore, an
author may assume that his readers nowadays, will also agree on the

the times

general principle of evolution.
Instead, then, of the allegory in the

we have

the statement that

all

life

first

has grown up from more

There arc differences
such as to better and better

mentary forms.

in

of ofl'spring.

fit

their environment.

Sti

chapters of Genesis
ele-

successive generations

them

to survive amidst

have successive generations of plants, ani-
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mals and

things

living

all

acquired

frames,

coverings,

organs and means of reproduction which

fit

internal

the individual and the

race to survive.

The reason
furry tongue

then,

why our tom-cat

has claws and teeth and a

because the possession of these things has assisted

is

survival.

One purpose

of this article

instincts of the cat,

is

to

convince the reader that the

mouse-catching and otherwise, are just as

much

The

brain

a part of the cat's evolutionary heredity as
cell

claws.

its

formation which, when subject to the environment of the mouse,

make

reacts so as to

the claw muscles

move

in a certain

way,

is

same sort as the claw itself. The
shape of the claw, its sharpness and hardness, we call a physical
formation. The shape of the cat's brain cells, which react so as to
make the claw move in a certain way, when subjected to a certain
a physical thing of exactly the

nerve pulse stimulation,

same

Thus

nature.

out question.
insure
is

I

The

this.

is

a physical

formation of exactly the

far the reader will probably go with

hope the evidence
point which

I

I

its

laws.

hope the reader

will

really not violently novel.

is

ceive that only those cats survived

acted so as to
acts.

move

It is

who had

not

also,

same nature

difficult to

con-

brain cells which re-

the claws and do the other

Just as the claw mechanism

concede

will

same evolutionary

physical qualities, are transmitted by the

This

with-

have already submitted

that the cat's instincts, since they are things of the

as

me

mouse catching

was evolved through countless

generations of cats, so as to have a shape well suited to catch mice,
so the brain cells

were evolved

whose reactions served

also.

to

the claw muscles,

This aspect of evolutionary theory seems very

important and very evident to me, and yet
tle.

move

Darwin himself

it is

dwelt upon but

gives scant attention to this point.

So

lit-

far

know, the Mendelian experimenters have never devoted any
attention to transmission of instincts. Yet there must be Mendelian
as I

transmission of instinctive characteristics just as of physical charasteristics.

While nothing probably has been actually recorded for cats,
there are certainly records for some breeds of dogs, showing that
rat catching ability is hereditary.
This means not only inheritance
of the claws, muscles and other obvious physical configurations
which make efficient rat-catchers, but also inheritance of the brain
cell

configurations

called

"instincts"

which give reactions which

F.VOI.irnr>N

proi)crly operate the obvious

&41
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(H-

Many

parts.

paws and claws

breeds of

have

(\(tgs

do not have
brain cells which react so as to operate the paws and claws in a
way which makes for success. \Vc must conclude then, tl»at instincts arc due U) brain cell configurations which react in definite
ways as the result of sense and nerve influences and that these
perfectly good

for catching rats, but

same way as are the
which ])roduce protective colorings, sense organs and other
evolved

configurations are
cells

in

the

"Survival of the

elenieiils in the theories of

We

exactly

l'"ittest".

have concentrated attention upon the

which the

effects

brain cells at the ends of the cat's afferent nerves, have ujion other
brain cells as the beginnings of
the

configuration

initial

possibly the

princij).'d

body which

cat's

The

actions.

way

in

knowledge

thing, there are

all

its

but

we have

neither sj)acc or
lliat

physical organization as evolved
fittest.

course the reader has long since penetrated the innocent

camouflage

I

have adopted of using our tom-cat as a means of

fixing the attention in the matter of instincts in general.

man

and the

W'e generalize, by saying

details.

by the law of the survival of the

little

these cells and their re-

have some influence on the gen-

cells react,

go into such

is

other agencies in the

blood, digestive juices, glandular secretions

the cat's instincts arc due to

Of

many

aflect the condition of

which the brain
to

H<nvcvcr, while

of these two molecular organizations

general physiology of the cat
eral

efferent nerves.

its

animal has a

set

The hu-

of instincts of exactly the same kiml as the

Due to these, the new born infatit makes its discomfort and
hunger known by cries, or suckles when there arrives a combination
of hunger and opportunity. As the infant matures and l>ccomes an
adult, there are many other things which it does as a matter of
cat.

instinct with the .same sort of brain cell reaction as in the case of

There

the cat.

may

also

may be

things which a

not be a matter of instinct.

human being

Some wiudd

di>es

which

include in this cate-

Such things are not our
however, enough human actions to
hope ti^ show arc plainly matters of

gory, so-called reasoning and will power.

present subject.

There

arc,

occupy our attention, which
the

same

1

sort of hereditary transmission of brain cell contiguration

as those which govern the cat's instincts.

A
animals

good example of an
is

instinct

common

the one of "self preservation".

We

to

man and many

include a vast

plex of hetrogeneons brain reactions in this category.

com-

The reader
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has a good general idea of the matter and can take the detailed
One of the
analysis for granted without being bored here by it.

from lower

things to appear, as animal life has evolved

first

higher forms,

is

The

retreat in the face of danger.

to

tiny kitten with

no actual experience with dogs will back into a safe place and arch
its little back in a most ludicrous way at the approach of a dog.
Similar instances could be tabulated without

number culminating

the efforts at self-presevation of an unreasoning

human

in

If

infant.

and comfortable situation it rests quietly and
mayhap cooes with pleasure. But if it is placed in an uncomfortable

the infant

is

in a safe

or dangerous situation,
tracted by

its

own

All infants

cries.

struggles blindly until accidentally ex-

it

efforts or

who

evolved out of existence

by some adult attracted by

its

lusty

did not have such protective instincts were

when our

race

was

in its early wild state.

Similar sorts of instincts keep us alive in our adult period.

We have
dangers.

instinctive fears

A

and struggles

in the face of real or fancied

from
with no knowledge of the matter when

sleeping person will struggle to extricate himself

an uncomfortable situation
he awakes.

There are a great many other

of animals and hu-

instincts

mans which have not the immediate effect of those cited above but
which make for preservation in the long run. An animal prepares
a lair or cocoon in summer which protects him in winter, birds build
and

nests

stone

squirrels

Men

nuts.

houses,

build

lay

in

for winter, serve an apprenticeship at a trade, save up for

coal

old age, and do a quantity of similar things covered by the term

"provident".

Some peoi)le lack such instincts and so much
arises.
The African savages are at one extreme in

of our poverty
this

matter and

Anglo-Saxon middle class is at the other, and there
grades between. There is obviously an inborn difference in

the i)rosperous

are

all

the mental characteristics of various classes, so far as providence
for the future
to

prove that

wliicli

cause

is

concerned.

due

this is

who

Each

I

have given enough evidence

to a difference

who

in

generations to

fit

instinct

in

physical configuration

the fable, sings

stores for the winter, have the

reacts in a

'i'his

hope

kinds of noses, hair or skin pigment.

dill'ercnt

'Ihc grasshopper,

ant

I

all

summer and

same inborn

differences.

way which has been evolved through
its

own

the

countless

race to survive.

of self preservation of i-ourse has a cerfnin ele-
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its

own

kind, each individual

would seem

This

essary for survival.

and many other animals
food,

is

and nurlme of the

to care

in

order

devehiped

and great

to

i)enefit

much more

amount of

However, there

for self-preservation.

is

one unselfish

l-emale clwckens, <logs, bird*

youtij^.

reverse their usual instinct to seize

will

Man

their youn^.

any

We

has similar instincts,

have love

Yet

cost.

We

due

call

marriage

an«l

Most

jiarents will

this is not inevitable

there are freciiiently fathers, as well as mothers,

parental instincts.

instinct nec-

which leads to nutting, ami

die one

highly, however.

])rotect their children at

le»* in-

seltishne«s i% necessary

for the ^ake of otrspring.

sacrifice

and

individuals or other race*.

(jtlier

a certain

tiial

(icrjionality

upon occasions, more or

is,

diU'erent or even antagonistic to
It

own

In order lo preserve its

of scUishncss.

niciit
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who

lack the usual

They arc

such cases abnormal.

and

clearly

from the usual tyi>e. Such a
should obviously evolve into rarity, and this has actually

to a ditl'erence of brain structure

difl'erencc

occurred, since these cases are

Most human animals,
instincts which lead them
with dolls and a jjrown

known

particularly

"abnormal".

to be

females, at

A

little

with live babies.

On

to protect children.

woman

time; liavc

all

girl

plays

the other

hand, most other female animals only nurture young for a perictd
after they have been mothers.

own

litter

time.

or not will be nursetl by a female

At other

males

will

leave

unharmed

they wholly ignore

times,

freely attack the

stincts obviously

do not

Any young

jiossess

young of other

young of

the

their

own

ones, whether of her

mammal

for a certain

young.

Carniverous

species but instinctively
kind.

of the<e in-

.\ll

ha\e heen evolved and any race whose individuals

them, t)bviously will not survive.

Mankind has many
which of course, help

attributes

beyond the

instincts of animals,

determining his relations to others.

in

Among

these arc bahit. reasoning ability, will and ixnver to follow precept

and example.

I'he

explanation of these attributes has been a mat-

ter of philosophical discussion

chanists"

who

believe that everything

reaction and the like.

perhaps, but

for centuries.

still,

we do

There are the "meis

a matter of cell

These reactions are inunensely

they believe. dilTer only in complexity

coniplicaletl

and not

in

kind from the reactions of crystals or plants.

There are other philosophers, whose views are
majority of people,

who

ludil that

in

addition to the

of the brain, with the reactions which

we have

sharetl
cell

l»een

by

llic

structure

discussing.
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there

a "personality" or "soul" witli will-power of a non-mechan-

is

We

ical kind.

do not need here

to take sides

on any of these

In any case, the exact configurations of the brain
appreciable influence and
this influence.

case

not agree on the exact extent of

fundamental brain formation,

the

of

regardless of the kind of philosophy

those qualities which tend to
others,

we say he

have an

cells

particular kind of action which occurs in any

largely matter

still

is

The

we need

points.

is

born

make

selfish.

we

If a brain lacks

hold.

the individual considerate of

We

know

well that people are

born misers, spendthrifts, "poor white trash", laggards and so on.

These things are

some extent matter of a physical brain,
or reason. There must. exist therefore some

to

all

regardless of soul, will

fundamental brain formation which enables exercise of reasoning,
will power, or attention to precept from others.
In other words,

whether or not human beings have any mental power beyond purely
mechanical results of cell reaction to environment, these powers

more or

dependent upon the existence of a physical brain
with a definite cell formation which has been evolved on the basis
are,

less,

of the survival of the

We

make

qualities zvhich

fittest.

the hypothesis therefore that the ethical

we

and

social

possess are due to evolution, and are such as

have made our race survive. The exact combination of selfishness
and altruism which the average human being possesses is such as has
kept the race in existence, and enables

Of

forms.

course the evolution

qualities are sure

to

from lower

evolve

to

it

and those
become more predominant which best
is

still

in process

social
assist

survival.
It will

be worth while to consider a few

fundamental premise.

more examples of this
Certain animals and a few abnormal men

cannot tolerate others, even of their
call

ferocious "instincts".

acteristics

cannot survive.

own

kind,

It is. obvious that

On

and have what we

a race with such char-

the other hand,

most

not

if

all

of animals which have survived, do not usually attack their
kind.

However, most animals

personal

will attack

privileges are encroached

which would passively sulmiit
evolved out of existence.

On

lo

upon.

own

kind

would

the other hand, a certain
is

if

own
their

Obviously, individuals

encroachment

aggressiveness and desire to seize what
also necessary for survival.

tiieir

races

be

soon

amount of

needed for existence,

Thus has been evolved

the

is

compromise
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already mentioned helvveen selfishness and indifference lo oU»cr»,

which governs the

be noted that what are called "abnormal mental cliar-

It is to

actcristics" such as idiocy

ations in

there

is

jjhysical

thi;

same kind

and insanity are simply extreme

themselves into rarity and this

is

Evolutionary theory

In this case,

in

the reason they arc unusual or

us that variations are always

tells

occuring for belter or for worse,
characteristics

the

Such variations automatically evolve

a form of "unfitness".

physical

vari-

They arc

of the brain.

conlij^iiration

variations as give evolution in general.

(jf

.abnormal.

most aniniaU.

relation of

social

general,

in

of paws, claws and

slia{>es

well

as

as

in

those physical

configurations of the brain which give mental characteristics.

As

already noted, most animals passively tolerate others of

and

their kind

and

actively

imder certain circumstances.
go much further than
their

own

)l):-crvation

and often unsclfjshly

it

to

llie

posure to the elements.

human

beings,

adults of

healthy animal has

If a

from the elements, and a sick one apunusual, and jjcrhaps unheard of, for the

least

at

is

assist

safe

strong to give place

for

(

kind, as well as other animals.

a comfortable lair

proaches,

this

young of their kind
shows that most humans

unselfishly assist

and

in

weak,

the expense of his

at

own

ex-

Vet occurrences such as this are normal
many ways we have practice of the "Gol-

den Rule."

Now

it

not inevitable that a

is

the Golden Rule.

extent

than

a

Animals do

modern

not.

human

l)eing

and savages do

so, to

many

In

.\nglo-Sa.\on.

should practice
a

much

cases,

less

there

more toleration of others with luither friendship nor animosity.
There are, however, some selfish persons who are not merely inIn cases where
ilitVerent towards others, but positively hostile.
is

it

adds

to

their

own

comfort, they try to get what they them-

selves need even at the expense of others.

extreme, cruel persons,

who discommode

There are at a further

or torture others without

actual gain to themselves, but merely because they have pleasure in

seeing others sulTer.

After

all

of the discussion above.

I

hoj>e

it

will

be agreed that

the various kinds of attitudes towards others are matters of funda-

mental arrangements of the brain
In other words, one

is

cells,

as transmittetl by heredity.

not seltish because he wants to be or because

THE
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wills to be, but because his brain has

he

an inborn twist

that

in

direction.

There

are, as already

many

remarked,

parts of the physical

organization which participate in the action of the brain, such as the

We

glands and digestive juices.

always refer to every part of the

physical system, which inlluences the brain

when we

briefly

mention

"brain configuration".
It

has also been noted that the actual brain reactions are affected

by an individual's experience, and by the precepts he has received.

However,

as has been pointed out, there remains always a large

and

influence due to the inherited brain configuration,

we
Due

thing

this is the

are here discussing.

primarily to an evolved brain configuration, and second-

environment and experience, human beings of a race grow
up with certain ideas of "right" and "wrong". Some races have
arily, to

strongly defined instincts regarding lying or stealing, which

developed by precept into a definite code of morality.
less

pronounced

to be developed

easily

is

Others have

instincts in this direction, but of sufficient strength

by precept into a similar code.

Still

other races and

individuals are deficient in these particular instincts, so that they

never see impropriety in fibbing, or appropriating property of others.

A

and altruism,

similar situation exists with regard to selfishness

care of the aged and sick, and

many

and

similar ethical

social at-

tributes.

As

far back as our knowledge of the

wrong have been

of these criteria of right and

from supernatural sources.

I

race goes,

many

said to have

come

human

have no intention of controverting

any present day ideas

in this matter.

mitted, however, that

many such

ideas of ancient races, have really

not been supernatural, but have

grown up through purely human

I

beheve

it

will be freely ad-

No

agencies, notwithstanding ideas to the contrary, at the time.

(iod or other supernatural agencies ever

human

beings,

pyres, or,

it

or even animals, or to burn

coming down

to

ture people for witchcraft

Many

made

our

own

"right" to sacrifice

widows on funeral

Christianity, to

burn and

tor-

and heresy.

types of religion, ancient and modern, teach morality

and altrusim, and nuich of the progress of mankind in ethical
directions has been due to religious influences.
Here again, however, there

must

also be

an hereditary

factor.

The

fact that

individual or race will attend to ethical teachings of a religion

an
is

OF SOCIAL QUAUTIRS.
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so often spoken,

of

I

and wroii^

r\^\[{

which wc

sort of fiiiKlaniciital hraiii i(jji(i^uration of

tlic
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the Ujin cat

I

hope to <lraw

is

that i<lca<

matter^ of the same Mjrt of instinct as

arc-

Ic'l

mouse, and are therefore inattcrH of brain

catili the

t(j

which

concliisicHi

Ik-

liavc

as evolved hy laws, such as that of snrvival of the

coiilij^iiralidii
fittest.

Much
whose

we may

as

instincts

hate to admit

have led theni

to think

it

ri^ht to

that there

is

always a

environment, and

sociates, teachers
diU'erini,'

cither

war

other inorc

<in

f(o(jds

from them.

upon a j^ivcn inchvidual, due
examjjle and precept from parents, as-

j^real inlluence

to

and preachers.

On

liar.

'I'hus a neutral

the other hand, there

as to have given

rise

Such a person tmder
a moderate or a great

liar".

rij(ht to

it

may

per>on

un«lcr

circmnstances become either a moderately truthful |»erson

or a moderate

known

races have survivcti

desirable to develop further the ix)int already nicntionecl,

Tt is

to

many

Most other
defend themselves from such warhkc uues.

peaceful nations and take land and
races think

it,

to

is

a type so well

the po|)uIar term "natural Ixjni

circumstances would Inrcomc

di tiering

fundamental

in other wcjrds. the

liar,

characteristics arc greatly niodilied, restrained or developetl hy cir-

cumstances, environment, will-power, reason, precept an<l perhaps*

The

other things besides heredity.

an inlluence

is

more or

less

fact that these things

of an hereditary

trait.

can have

However, the

exact relation between inlluence of hereditary and of other things
has invohed a great deal of biological discussion, and
ention of dragging

it

into this article.

1

I

have no

have no doubt that

it

be admitted that heredity has sonic inlluence on the moral
acteristics of an indix idual.
is

and that

is

in-

will

cliar-

en()ugh so far as this article

concerned.

A

kitten

may become

a ferocious alley cat of ugly mien, with

one eye out and with ears and
life

chewed

under most advirsc circumstances,

same

kitten

spending

its

could grow

uj)

days basking

to

in

fur, with practical loss of the

we

tail

started.

otT, rea<ly to tight

for

it";

(^n the other han«l. the

be a children's pet. fat and lazy.

the sun

and preening

mouse-catching

its

instinct

handsome

with which

In both cases, however, the inherited brain contigura-

tion has a great inlluence in spite

»»f

other circumstances.

5so

it

is

with luunan mental characteristics, the evolved inheritances plays
a great part, but other things are modifying factors.

One

very important instinctive brain configuration j>ossessed by
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many animals

including man,

This

to follow the leader.

we

the case of humans,

jjetween

conflict

opposing individual
is

We

"custom".

it

very often have a

follow

general instinct to

this

In

axiomatic in the case of sheep.

is

call

the one which gives the inclination

is

custom, and an

This general instinct to follow custom

instinct.

probably the means whereby various types of individual instincts

which have enabled a race
individuals

who may

to survive, are

made

use of by other

On

not possess the original instincts.

the

other hand, custom also often tends for a period to preserve things

which do not on the whole
however, that

But

in

in the long run,

whatever way

it

Evolution teaches us,

assist survival.

even such things will be eliminated.

acts, the instinct to follow

a brain configuration which has

its

effect in

custom

common

is

with

due

to

many

others in determining the evolutionary development of our race.

Another characteristic of the brain configuration of animals
and men is the ability to form habits. Here again there must be
a fundamental ability to form the habit.
Only certain types of
dogs can be given the habit of herding sheep, and only certain
can learn to juggle

Many

balls.

physical characteristics are inherited which are neutral

so far as survival

nose or a broad
development.

A

which appear

is

flat

concerned.

to

probable that a sharp thin

must exist with many mental
list some
mental characteristics

similar situation

me

to

if

I

be non-essential,

who may have some, which he
this ditlficulty

It is

nose, or blue or green eyes are matters of

However,

characteristics.

The

men

I

might offend a reader

thinks are essential.

own

by letting the reader supply his

mankind

I

will escape

list.

makes changes in essentiality
of characteristics.
When our ancestors lived in woods and caves,
those who had instincts which made them successful fighters, hunters and fishers were the ones which survived, while those who had
characteristics, which nowadays make them mechanics, engineers,
evolution of

chemists or the

like,

itself

did not get on so well.

the early instincts of the race are

or engage in athletics for sport.
abilities

in physics,

shown by those who

We

hunt, fish

would now have vastly greater

chemistry and engineering

been as important factors

Existing vestiges of

in survival as

if

they had always

they are today.

But so far

as social and ethical qualities are concerned, there has been no such

change.
that

It

has always been as important for survival as

members of

a race should assist each other,

it is

today,

and should not

lie

KVni.liiloN

The ethical

or steal.

iiistiiuls

M9

lAL yUAI.ITIKS,

MJ«

«)|'

wc have

arc therefore of very early

origin.
It

jjossiMc to classify the ethical instincts |>o«sCHScd by vari-

is

ous kinds of

livinj^j

fin'ngs.

have no ethics whatever.

and low forms of animal life
hey have tro|)ism» or instinct* which
I'lant

'1

tend to preserve themselves and propagate their kind witli com-

They nourish them-

plete disregard of the rest of the universe.

selves regardless of whether nr not they deprive other living things

of nourishment.

Next coiues

animals which tolerate others of their kind

lliosc

They may

under most circumsfaiues.
or even devour

own

hut usually respect certain or

oilicrs,

Next are animals which

species.

The

but merely tolerate others.
those

who

assist others.

acteristics

wliich

in

which

1

highest degree of

luman beings possess
there arc

survival,

assist

is

all

of their

unselfishly nurture the young.

Perhaps dogs possess

degree or other.

The way

de|)rive s(»nie others of foo<l

it

comprise*

all

this instinct to

to a slight degree.

diar-

transmitted those social
well

some

known

to us

through the

siorv of the evolution of paws, claws, and other purely physical
charactcnsttr^
I.'op some reason or other, a variation from the
usual brain coufiguraiion o^.^.^s. Such things are now occuring all

Many

of the time.

individuals have

maniacs, or otherwise

acy or deficiency.
anthrojMsts. and

jjossess

On

«.rmii.,,.il

the other hand,

many who

l.icfim-ts.

are klepto-

something which we term

ticRwiw-,-

there arc geniuses, phil-

possess special

skill

or other unusual

two types are only
manifestations of dilTercnccs. If those things wc call ''evil" wouUl
The fact that
assist survival, they would be the normal things.
qualifications not in an evil direction.

they seem

evil to us is

I'.ut

these

because they do not coincide with the brain

configurations, which have been the normal ones to sur\'ive.

And

so these "evil" instincts, since they do not assist survival, are not
l^roinigated

and die out as often

a>^

they accidentally occur.

Tlic

other "good" instincts do, however, projvigate themselves, and whcti

one accidentUy occurs,

The way
known,

it

tends to become permanent.

evolution acts with physical characteristics

that T need spend

with mental characteristics.

no further time on the

Of

course our race

is

is

so well

identical actions
all

of

l>e>;t

fit

evolving

the time, and those ethical and social characteristics which

us to survive ultimately are being approached as the centuries go
century or two is nothing to Nature, as she evolves charby.

A
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acteristics,
I

we

both mental and physical, so that

see no rapid change.

however, that we can see ethical changes in historical times,

think,

make some predictions for the future.
has certainly become more observant of the golden

and on the basis of

these,

Our race
rule.
One prominent change

sentiment has so evolved that there

and

ter of torture

any reason

in the

power of

human

a great decrease in the mat-

others.

It also

The

all

Some

and even go

seems self-evident that

imprisonment, and simi-

present inhabitants of the globe differ greatly in

such instincts.

life,

be for

race as an average have evolved within

historic times in regard to slavery, unjust
lar matters.

who may

of pain upon persons

infliction

the instincts of the

is

Public

matter of cruelty.

in the

is

races

deem

cruel to destroy any animal

it

extreme of having two

to the

on each

little stilts

shoe to avoid crushing anything under foot as far as possible.

second class comprises those races or individuals

who

knowingly make animals

kill

suffer,

addition will hunt and fish for

need food, but

will not

a third class

not

them for
go further and in

but are willing to

Those of

self-protection or food.

will

A

amusement even when they do not

wantonly be cruel

to animals.

such instin*^*" ''^ ^^^ considered
normal, while the next two classes --"^ considered abnomial Those
^"^' uidiff'erent to the sufferings of animals, while
of the fourth '-1-tnose of a fifth cla^s find pleasure in the sufferings of animals and

These two

latter classes include

•

human

even of

beings.

It

seems

to

me

that evidence can be given

showing that the human race is evolving in this matter.
we are approaching the second class above mentioned.

Another matter
appreciable rate
tain

beliefs

is

in the

that this

were

really

We

false.

human

race

matter of superstition.

or that

less reliable evidence.

beliefs

wdn'ch the

in

theory

is

truly

is

Perhaps,

evolvinrr at

We

all

an

have cer-

based on more or

now know that many once
We know of the falsity of

firmlv held

the astron-

omical beliefs of those

who tortued Galileo, of the beliefs in mumof the Egyptians, of the beliefs in witchcraft of the Puritans,
and of the beliefs in their Gods of the early Greeks. Present day
nn'cs

nonual beings do not believe in the supernatural origin of dreams,
nor in lucky charms, love philters, fortune telling and astrology.

We
definite

"faith".
religious

are evolving so that
evidence,

We

and

may be
beliefs now

less

we
and

fix

our beliefs more and more on

less

on

insufficient

evidence

sure that this evolution will continue.

considered as matters of

life

or

Many

and death, or

QUM.nif.H.

L,V<JLU11(;N Ol' SIJLIAL

even as matlcrs of eternity,
lime to

fal'C

will \iv foiiiKJ

.'SI

by the

liiiiitan

race

not necessarily hccautc of any

evolved

in

intrinsie

tendency of the lininan race toward truth, hut stAc\y due

to the

fact that in

(oiiie.

This

is

the lon^ run those

who

figurations as enable tlieni to wei^di evidence

currences to their true causes, are better

w

lio

are dehulcd by superstition.

such hrain con-

and

assijjn natural oc-

fitted to

survive than those

who

because be has been told

laddci

niidc T a

)ne

(

liavc

believes

unlucky to go

it

and perhaps

so,

lias

seen

a few accidiiilal instances, has a brain confij^uration less adapted to

who can

survival than another
realize

there can be no natural law connecting the la<lder with

tliat

succccdiii}^'

analyse cause and effect so as to

occurrences.

Sbj^dU accidental variations in brain confij^urations of successive

^generations are just as likely to give instincts in one of the»c directions, as in the other, but as with every variaticju, those

which

tend to cause proper analysis of cause and effect, survive by natutal

and tho

selection,

e

which tend toward unreasoning

are i^raduaily exolvinj^^ themselves out of existence.

slitioii

Another matter of brain
races think

il

con(i},nirations in

xisible evolution,

throus>;h

jijoinjj;"

Others think that

it

proper for so-called

is

on so-called baharians by

Other races or individuals do not think

make

olVensive war. but do think

seems

to nic that this

The warlike

is

the state

it

right to

it

right to

defend themselves.

toward which mankind

is

It

evolving.

races and individuals are probably being eliminated by

own instincts. Iconic people claim that
They
their own defense friMU warriors.

of their

jjrovide for

Certain

more peaceful nations and to
Many think that war is a "bio-

civilized races to impress their "culture"

warlike means.

hope we are

I

to attack other

rijjjht

necessity".

loj:::ical

which

the matter of "war".

is

take land and j^oods from them.

elVecl

sujier-

they will not
will

proUibly

be eliminated also.
'Phereforo. as in

all

of the other cases

we have

consi<lcred.

each being has a fundamental brain configuration which largely deWe cannot
termines his itleas and actions in the matter of war.
say that anyone's ideas are intrinsically right or wrong, but only
that those ideas
It

times

is

in

which best

assist survival will

probable that there has been an evolution within historic
tho matter of individuali.sm versus socialism. Our present

average instincts are such that
stitute

be the ones to persist.

all

attempts have failed to sub-

pure socialism for the competition of individualism. Xever-
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most advanced races have a good measure of association
for pubHc good, in the way of roads, postoffices, schools and Government activities in general. We will probably have evolved to
Iheless, the

degrees of socialism

sands of years.

It

now

impracticable in the course of

some thou-

must be remembered always that an individual

must possess enough selfishness for self-preservation. We are
evolving toward the best balance of selfishness and altruism.
We may conclude then that anything which will be good for
the human race as a whole will inevitably become a predominating
Those mental, social or
characteristic, be it physical or mental.
ethical characteristics which best assist survival, are the ones which
will

necessarily persist.

configurations are such as

the

future

We

"wrong".

mouse

races.

fundamental

brain

that those character-

to survive, are "right", are the ancestors of

which are going

istics

Hence those whose
to make them think

There

other criterion of "right'' and

no

is

have come a long way from the catching of the

to this conclusion

and

it

will be well to

make

a brief resume

of the individual steps.
(a)

Molecules and atonic,

have

cells,

all

sorts of reactions,

definite things

(b)

in

The

both "dead matter" and in living

which cause them inevitably

do

under given environmental conditions.
reactions to

environmental conditions, of organized

beings such as animals and men, are in
stincts"

to

which are similiarly due

many

cases due to "in-

to reactions of certain brain cells

upon other ones.
(c)

The

"instinct" or particular kind

curs under any given environment

is

due

of reaction which octo

the quality or con-

figuration of the brain cells and related parts of the animal organization.

(d)

The

brain and other qualities or configurations which de-

termine instincts in animals, are inherited from parents just as are
purely physical characteristics, such as
(c)

paws and

claws.

Physical characteristics are transmitted from parents to

offspring with slight irregular differences or variations.
(f)
fitted

race,

to

Such of these differences as make the offspring better
survive, become permanent characteristics of the future

and we have evolution.
(g)

'J"hc

brain and other configurations which determine in-

stincts are transmitted

characteristics.

by the same laws of evolution as are physical

EVOLUTION
(li)

man

.W.I

Tliercforc the iiistiiiclivc aclioii of animals, including hu-

arc sik

beiii^^s,

of the

Ol' S()i lAI. OIJAI.ITIKS.

li

as have been evolved by ihc law of fturvtval

fittest.

and men one to the other, i, e.,
Ihcir social (|nalitics or ethics, are determined largely by instinct,
and hence tliese (pialities have been cvolvd by the law of the sur(i)

vival

(jf

(j)

'Ihc relations of animals

the

fittest.

The

social (|nalities

to the race as a

which are best adapted

whole, will be the ones to persist.

whose brain configurations arc such
thinjijs

are

What
is

"rij:,dit",

as

make them

is

animal's point of view.

The

individuals

believe those

"evil" for another.

"ripht" for man's actions toward animals

tcrifjn.

The

he the f)nes to perpetuate the race.

will

"t(ood" for one individual

is

to give survival

"wrong*' from the

Hence there can be no fundaniental

wc do have

only thinj;

is

What

is

cri-

the definite law of evolution,

that the fittest will survive.

(k) Altruism, observance of the golden rule, and elimination of
cruelty of
sist

all

kinds, arc the sort of qualities which will best as-

survival of

human

beings,

and we can therefore be sure that

evolution will slowly but surely advance such qualities, and gradually eliminate antagonistic ones.

Normal
qualities

the

civilized

which a]ipear

human

race

ideals of present
intrinsic

beings

is

now

regard as "right"

Hence

to assist survival.

the progress of

certain to be in the direction of

normal

civilized beings.

Right or Beauty of such

This

ideals, but

working, but inevitable laws of evolution.

is

many such
many

of the

not because of the

by virtue of the slowly

